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Harold and Howard (cc Sylvia): 

This is in reply to your respective comments on the first 

freft of my monograph. Since receiving your comments I have made 

numerous changes, large and small, some anticipating your comments, 

others in light of comments. Yecond draft is forthcoming. 

Harolds 16 Dee letter: 

Creer: i'll check, but i am fairly sure ve did not refer 

to fragments. 

para. 10: ret. to Thompson is re double hit, almost simul- 

taneous. ( think this best explains what napnens, but do not 

insist o1 it. Indieations are the forward head movement betw. 

Zale and 313, and the bruising of suprasternal notch. 

nef to Epstein's book: 1. footnote is a fer kind of tanrential 

statenent. Telling how Kesuter the ri report came to be vrinted 

there would be attaching a tangent +o a tangent; it is not at 

all pertinent to the fragments. Note stays, nothing added, 

nef to hole in the skull "when exanined": “when exam." is 

purposely vague, 30 as Mot to cet into peripheral axucxuntupn 

issue. i don't know wnen the piece Was lost (or even whether 

it was missing), wd don't need or care to guess. 

Para. G: "during the few seconds instantly alter’ now changed 

to simply instantly after”. i Gia not notice the anbiguity, 

but now see that the chansze is helpful. 

cupruder irauesg: . preter not to refer to « franes when there 

ig no need. currently i think there is no need. 

~elease of ,anel keport: prob. will add a footnote end of 

para 2; dave Ghangeu wording of the yaragrapo, but not uch. 

ne the 6.6 mui fragments and noward: You nave seen his note 

to me, sv this Is no concern; 4 Tnew what 1 saia coes not impinge 

on what U wants to co. i would not want to treat. tiot matter 

anyway, Since it, too, is perivohernle- not relevant to the con- 

clusion re the ainute fragnerts. 

cara ef: Diagram revised. Now npveurs ontside text, in 

an apoenaix. You will see in pratt + c. i ithink I askec Howard 

to relay te you my correspondence with xorrar. if you don't get 

it, tell me;. 
para Sl and 232: 1 neve reversed toe secuence and combined 

into one caraprapn. 4. Gid not see the aiventage of it until I 

put “therefore as a gonnective. 

lara SC ve whether there were more then 4 fragments: you 

kmow that. tnink Shere were nore tran 4°, Dut . con't need more 

tnan 40 tu make « case. i had planed to weition this an a foot- 

note elsewiere thn. at tuais place, oul sill not mare much of it. 

vere 406 re 6.5 ma frag.: two reasons for sot ciscussing it 

here: (1) there 18 no need; (2) 1 coule not say anything »ertinent 

without juoing ing on i.oward's prerogative. 

re design of military builets: i was contemplating sentioning 

this natler in rootnobte, but may not-- at least not with enphasis. 

Me matter is not inuportant in the context of the monorravh, since 

what I say later excludes tne possibility of any bullet, regardless 

of design, bursting at the back or otherwise producing small 

fragments in the front. 1 had written a few paragraphs on this 

topic, but deleted tnem, s0 as not to get into an area of specu- 

lation when it was possible to stay in areas of certainty. ven 

so, l may still slip something in a footnote. 



iura 43: I don't understand your Comment. if it implies & susfection for change, please specify. 
iara. 50: re purpose of jacketing, etce-- same as above, re construct on of bullets. 
~ara o4 ff. This last eeetion troubled me the most. I had alrendy reviged it «9 wen 7 sot your notes and then revised further. i had deleted references to puff of smoke and yersons running from knokl-- so.ue other enanres, too. 
i think ‘somewhst besine" is OF as Gesisnetion of wuchmore'g location, 
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jama €: Yoyv may be right that thie Te unbececsery, but 1 may let Ff s™ané anyway. shen I wrote thie seetinon it hea hearing OF 4 subsevuent section that . ister recovec. 4 think, however, thet the -uess (3 @o not oretend that it je oryvthing else) is cloge to the truth-- that what ja said here is as mueh es enn he said responsibly,
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yuma 27: When I send Morgan the diagram 1 included the 

paraphrase of the vanel's description. I take it that he considered 

both OK. You may be right, though. L'1l think more on it. 

Harold inforned me that he learned independently that Humes's 

suggestion that the a-rays enlarged the images is vrobably true. 

He learned this from a rafiologist.. 

vara 33¥ou make an unwarranted distinction between Thurst" 

and ‘breake apart". I deliberately used the term “burst” through- 

out, so that the definition tends to arise out of the data. 

Velocity is not as important for bullets striking bone as for 

pullets striking soft tissue. 

Your worries about conprehensibility may not be justified; 

Sylvie knows less about firearms than you do, and she did not 

indicate that she had trouble understanding. xaywayy;xtkhexenpuasts 

para o4 and 34a: You are right that irregular shape makes 

a difference, but 1 think it Goes not make wuuch difference with 

very minute projectiles. Hven so, 1 have added a footnote (not 

in your text) indicating the influence of shape. I have first rate 

authority that irregular shape is an inhibiting fuctor in pene- 

tration 
i myself was not fully satisfied with the references that 

i set forth (Mia and praverman). i plan complete revision of 

page 10 in accord with the discussions in Wound Ballistics, the 

book that has nearly all that I want on the matter of penetration. 

para 46: The same principles apply no matter what substance 

is penetrated-- they avply equally to hard rabber and chieken 

soup. i refer to penetration in golids because in these, at 

least, fragments do not terninate in the bottom of the bowl. 

para o7: this is not contradiction, but ambisuity. I have 

made cianges, which you will see xm later. 

vara 47: I ahve misplaced my copy of first draft and do not 

know what you refer to here. I treat all these metters in the 

seconf Graft, and believe I trested uost (if not e’1}) in the first. 

Puat on earth do you mean by “pressure insice the bullet"? 

that mukes no gense to ne. «ano whet does your tete.' mean? 

Man, you put me on the spot vith that one-- it nekes me wonder 

not only what is the answer, but what is the question? 

53-57: This is not the "meat" of anything. in fact, it 

is so menutless that in my revision I have reduced this matter to 

a footnote. If 2 can prove that no forward -noving projectile, 

regardless of its characteristics, can have produced that con~ 

figuration of fragments, it is moot to emphasize why a particular 

type of bullet cannot have done Lt. 

~ do not have the facilities for doinf tests with the 

6.5 .*0, since 1 lack both ammo and rifle. Nichols has both and 

can run tests, but I have not bothered trkm to ask hin to do so, 

and will not, since it is not neccessary. Kegardless of results, 

the tests would| be threadbare, meaningless. 1! shall eventually 

fire tests, but I am reluctant to use them even in suppost of 

my assertions--| they would act as a king of noisy rhetoric, im- 

pressive for Genonstration, but essentially moot. 

ung of page and end of palaver. i.ore later, for sure. 
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